Platinum Wrist Monitor Quick Guide

How to set up your monitor
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When the monitor is off, press the
set key once, and then press and
hold for 3 seconds until the year
starts blinking.

Press “mem” to switch the year
until you reach the right year. (If
you missed it continue pressing and
it will start again after 2050), and
then press “set”.
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You will now see the month blinking. Repeat the same process by
pressing “mem” until you reach the
right month and then pressing “set”
to set and move on. Repeat process
for day.
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Continue to press “mem” to access the “Time Format” (aka 12h or 24h), “Hour,” and “Minute.” Press “set” to set and
move on.
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The last step will be to change the unit. You have a choice of measuring in mmHg or kPa. At Care Touch, we suggest
using mmHg for the easiest readings. kPa measurements will read as decimal points, and can be confusing/misleading
for those unfamiliar with the unit. Once you have selected the right unit press “set” one last time to finish.
You will see the correct metrics display one by one and the monitor will then turn off. You are now ready to begin
testing.

How to position your monitor
Positioning your monitor right is key in getting accurate readings.
Any slight movement or wrong positioning will make a big difference
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Position your cuff on your left wrist,
right below your wrist bone.
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The screen should be on the
same side as your palm.
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Keep your wrist slightly elevated at heart level. Lean
your elbow on a table or desk if needed so as not to
make any movements.

Sit in a relaxed position with your
feet straight in front of you. Do not
cross your legs.
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Press start on your monitor and sit completely still and
silent while the monitor is taking your reading.

Tips for more accurate readings
Measurements may be inaccurate if taken in the following circumstances:

Within 1 hour
after dinner or drinking

Immediate measurement
after tea, coffee, smoking

Within 20 minutes
after taking a bath

When talking or moving your fingers

In a very cold environment

When you want to discharge urine

When taking your blood pressure, take your measurements under the same conditions each time.
Blood pressure may fluctuate throughout the day. Wait at least 3 minutes between measurements.

